
The Ninety Nine Compulsions  --  Marching Orders  -- You must do something! 

 

CALM YOURSELVES Don’t fall For their planned and directed mayhem Do not riot.  

 

Make yourselves Out spoken and All inclusive Open to everyone’s eyes Leagues of Light, 

“If someone stands in the way of true liberty You simply walk up behind them And stab 

them in the heart”; Great line But seriously You need to either Transform your ‘groups of 

whatever’ Into speaking This new religion Or you need to create groups that can Use the 

A.A. structure And get to planning ‘Groups of 5-10 Reading these On every street corner’, 

Exposing everything So The League of Light Will be seen And more importantly Heard  

When Evil Starts Drop the A.A. ‘passiveness’ And get busy With what needs To be done! 

 

THE REST OF THIS IS CUT AND PASTED AND IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 

 

Wars start great Everyone only thinks about the enemies slaughter But then realizes The 

consequences coming from The deadly and presumed ‘enemy’ IN 99.314% of the wars 

The REAL enemy NEVER fights And ALL the innocents were placed against each other 

For slaughtering 99.314% of the wars wouldn’t need to be fought If there was no elite no 

money no debt no reason to say ‘we are that much better then you’ There are never 

responsible actions from those who decided to rule us Everyone gets paid off somehow 

That’s how the story is written Everyone involved has to be Close in recalling history 

Mostly for their own gain And exemption from all guilt When someone ELSE is now 

saying the same thing “So we must be right” WHEN they know you are all wrong Take 

for instance The real reason behind EVERY SIGLE war fought by the US It’s of gold and 

nothing else Once the ‘anything similar to a war’ begins here in the next weeks Including 

when they attempt to take away more civil liberties from us I talk a lot about stopping the 

use of all money right away BUT maybe that isn’t always the best way to start At some 

time you will need to make the stand Against ONLY the money Somewhere around the 

middle or close end You must not then stop you must fight then for your freedoms from 

those who have always planned to rule you thru money THEY money is the key No more 

elite is the answer The complete freedom’s to the people is the goal Getting to work is 

necessary Start working NOW for free if you need a job Or if you get subsidized from 

anything Pay it back by working your due respects of the time you feel allotted for 

Payback is necessary Do it before you start to feel “entitled” A good person does more 

 

You see there are some big facts coming this way And sorry to say Goodbye to 99.314% 

of you We may OR may not be alive In a few short weeks The Real Armageddon is 

going to trash the place And the new world order is going to mop the rest of us up And 

wouldn’t you know The one thing they didn’t talk a lot about on 2012 shows IS The thing 

that’s going to happen to us Pardon if I’m wrong I don’t watch doomsday or conspiracy 

shows Anyway Everything depends on how close +- A passing star with planets go thru 

our orbit And causes the earth to un-spin and twist us to disaster I personally think that 

some major disasters will happen fast But they could also last for many months The 

vibrating magnetism alone could take years to settle Also understand this 12-21-12 means 

nothing Our solar system And our earth Will always adjust it’s poles And always shift 

Understand to that The Masters want us to give up And run blindly to their security DO 



NOT They are our enemy Do NOT let them steel the apposing ideas on this The sun will 

not hit us The world will not end NO rapture will save you You will die Unless you fight   

 

The pain of ignorance is death. Don’t settle for a second opinion The third is more correct 

(wrote this about 4 years ago when I was going secret Now everyone needs to know  

Copy, Paste, Retranslate. Don’t pass to anyone higher then a sergeant, small business or a 

franchise owner, only give to the “Cool” masons, and of course everyone blue and most 

white collar, Please Read, Distribute and Discuss. Then get to Work, Saving the World. 

 

When you create your new government Once you’ve taken over the world from the 

money powers and the reptilians if they don’t attempt to share our earth and understand 

we don’t want to be in a police state typical government There is no need for it Once 

you’ve set up a FREE to all republic Everything is every bodies and WE will all share 

 

If an open conflict starts here in the US or the world All of the main tiers To the secret 

societies that carried this out for Their Masters Must be arrested Even those who didn’t 

know they were being used should be kept on file To offer any help with answering 

questions To really stop the war You’ll need to assassinate the integrity of top tiers in the 

pyramid WE must Wake up from The Masters money deception Start with cfr-un-type 

Condemn those who knowingly and willingly went along with bought madness Like the 

Clinton’s AND Bush’s THEY Along with Obama Think that they are leading us into a 

good new world order AND That’s commendable I believe in one world order too 

Sounds awesome IF IT”S Done Right So they should NOT be punished assassinated 

locked up or bugged in life BUT They can no longer belong to these secret groups of 

government The Government needs to belong to a free and open society Not the same as 

the Planned Society That we’ve all been lead into Which looks most like a Super 

Capitalistic Completely Elitist DEM-REB Ran Fascist 3
rd

 World Prison Uni-hell 

 

Let’s help first if we can If you don’t have a job Especially if you get civil benefits GO to 

work for free immediately  

 

I’m so scared To see the real evil these elitist do Their evil lizard god gave them ultimate 

power over us AND they are always planning evil on us IT WILL Never stop Even the 

new world order will have apposing sides of extenuating power THAT will consume all 

knowing kind Everything will be Rich in one city Everyone else in poor work box This is 

NOT the new world order you want Especially when this other race thinks they are our 

GODS NOW END Your love for any GOD Cause of his distorted back story blend from 

our past AND Just know that great men who loved GOD were among us HIS Love is real 

And WE did our best At our time And region To tell you what our God would want from 

us The only GOD I’m preaching is A Comnection to Something bigger then I And the 

love I get from it Is like no other My GOD is the comnections I get with other Godly 

knowledgeable beings It’s just energy God Love Energy No Character Except what you 

put into it And how YOU comnected to it MY and OUR gods are personal Each different 

WE can not afford for our future leaders to be in Occults to the praise of evil feelings 

And since they are ALL centrally connected to the main eye of society It’s all we need to 

take out Poke out the eye And we will live in peace All securing each other No evil need  



Every vote we do from now on should come in descriptions from both side’s of the 

argument ALSO It would be GREAT to have a third Or outside reasoned point of view 

 

The only racism I’ve had to experience Is from my own race Who thought they were not 

just better then other races BUT Of their own cause of the family money Our ideas of 

racism are cut in half When you understand That “I have more money then you” is the 

biggest and ONLY real form of racism The race racist are ignorant patsies for The Man 

Do not listen to preachers For their ‘own racism’ No race is better No payback are due 

EXCEPT to the real racist The alien lizard men living in caves and oceans of home earth 

Throughout history They have passed them selves as OUR GODS The height of Racism   

 

God announces another message, Should be a headline but I’ll expect no quarter from the 

screaming media, they will destroy me while never talking about my points or ideas, the 

sad shape of news these days, it numbs the mind, makes you quit before you try, give up 

before you decide, become a wuss. The news is your best friend, lying to you, how long 

will you gloss over a friend lying to you and turning you in directions not seeing the 

whole truth, only a false coin flip, they may even say ‘who’s this guy’, when it’s right 

there in front of them, he’s a saved man who can now see, Thank You Grace, So wake up 

fans and praise the team of freedom, There is a better way, and it’s NOT their direction 

 

I do this, My Family, to tell you of things to come, The battle should be good vrs. evil 

 

Now I’m thinking we should Get this letter on multiple websites and spend those 

Advertising dollars As a show of our Strength, Tonight one of my best friends came over 

and We read an article I had saved (no int) And with out him knowing, I was going to 

start a secret Society and religion of Free Men, he says there should be an out in the open 

secret society. Sounded simple enough to me, why can’t why can’t we run the entire earth 

uses and realisms in us all making our minds off seeing all the technocrats ideas I love 

technocrats, We all are just for different topics. We can figure it out My god Does talk to 

me, and I’m ordained by our visible relationship. Libertarian Freedom Becomes US all    

 

I do not want my 15 minutes of fame, they’d call me the anti-christ, except I’m the anti 

religion, we can keep the good teaching of the life From different times who woke up’  

 

Give to as many military people as you can as fast as you can, right now, As for my 

Membership as a part owner, I belong, just like the rest of you, to this Corporation  of our 

Constitutional Republic, they have 2 credits out on us right now We are the majority of 

owners of the unites states, let’s get together as majority owners and kick the illegal fed 

bankers off our land. You won’t be able to buy any of us any more once we are all one 

contributing member of the US and the person your talking to wont get your payoffs 

 

As I’m writing My bible I can see how important editing and word sentence placement 

are. Imagine a 7 family council with one hot shot director and a multiple of scribes (that’s 

how the bible was written), It takes a lot of editing when your writing ‘your idea’ of what 

‘your comnection’ was with ‘your God’, I’m trying to only sell you on freedom and love.   

 



You ‘new world order believers’ are right as well, I love this earth as much as the rest of 

you, cause I’ve enjoyed it, Here officially we stand to protect our mother earth and make 

it last, but the established technocrats are steering us in confusing directions, they want it 

for good but to many times it’s used to take over power, There has to be some 

compromise, I know leaving smaller footprints makes for a better world, and I don’t like 

the polluting either, once money is involved, it’s a lie, let’s fix it together, for free. 

 

What we need is President X. Have they led as a leader something other then politics? 

Get rid of them gop and dnc and lets make up a party that doesn’t sell out, a freedom 

party, we can fight tyranny by 99% of us And don’t use theiiiiiiiiir money, if we stop, all 

of us, it will work out, now let’s meet and make up the ‘everybody helps out rules’ and 

‘everyone is free’ paragraphs that follow a Free Republic. Now send ‘our salesmen’ out. 

 

If we get drawn into a war, It should be pretty obvious that our country is involved in that 

has been led by another source, not with in ‘our lands’ best interest either. Can we afford 

a war, is that what they’re asking? What a silly question when you have the facts that all 

these organizations are all being let from the same few tiers These same questions are 

regurgitated in the news,  

 

Grasping thru sentences, we are in danger as of now, where is Rush now when we can 

always count on 99.6 percent of the truth, others get the .4 I guess MAKES PERFECT 

sense since those are the ones who have fallen for the whole enchilada, they always twist 

toward the same agenda, just like from a play book, written by the foreigners scribes, Is 

our best interest in their hands? To twist away, they are dividing us, let’s only pay 

attention to those who talk about all sides, if they don’t TURN IT AWAY Question the 

ones that give us all the story, reasons why and what for. and check every point honestly. 

 

When I joined the military all I could think about was being Luke Trimble, I know 

there’s something wrong with the statement, the timing is off, but I’m telling you a 

parable, that’s how we spoke long ago, , but nothing real in the screenplay side of Luke, 

the story could happen but the way everything is handled in the      

 

Make one of you Vice Pres under Ron Paul. If we can’t fix this now, vote with the 

freedom party next time. Don’t know who the Rep salesman will be this time But I’m 

hoping for at least someone NOT connected with the system. 

 

The biggest conspiracy is the fact that they are planning and activating this new world 

dominance, But where is the peoples truth speakers, I’m soooo disappointed in Rush  

 

Include D.C. in the demonstrations It’s their power base now And is not pro-American 

 

Once war happens, fight until only one gov’t (preferably fighting force with one bad ass 

in charge who’s more like George Washington then Caesar. But you have to understand 

THEY are the self proclaimed Caesars of you, and your gov’t has set us up exactly so to 

their blessing, ,  

 



Fucking winners: (damnit, I forgot my thought). Anyway they such don’t subject your 

personality just to be a winner, you will loose in the end, the meek to go farther in life 

 

When wwIII happens then I declare that every service men and police officials far and 

wide, In us and other Countries, anyone who wants to remain free, join now to free earth, 

a republic of free men, policing them selves all as free citizens,. 

 

These people are also known as whitey. But it aint whitey that’s the issue, they’re the 

scapegoat, the real ‘bad guy’ is the new world order and they can only be defeated by 

now using their gold. 

 

These puzzles must be studied and then preached about to give you closer clues to their 

achievement. And you must get to work, now is the time, now. Preach about them as if 

it’s you’re religion,  

 

They have stolen every one of our stories of men who have made a comnection to the 

God, of our planet, and turned these great men’s stories into something missleading 

 

If I had this ready when the 99% went to the streets, I was thinking, if I had my big stack 

of writings at all in order I could have proposed a direction, since there were no leaders as 

per obama’s leaders thought there should be none, why didn’t he grab onto this anyway??  

 

Either did the other side, they only condemned, That’s because we still need the 50-50 d-r 

system to keep us in a busy state of mind, but now the 99 are leaderless, Please let me file 

out an application in hope you’ll accept the diplomacy it offers, I also offer my spiritual 

advice from my understanding. Understanding isn’t the key, noticing it and then loving it 

is.  

 

Thank you infowars.com Save our internet freedoms, read, learn, get moving my friends.  

 

Why are you NDAA’ing us with this right now, should we be worried about something? 

 

It’s our time and we can’t achieve it without you, but who will lead it? Please do not look 

for me, send it to everyone you know, It’s important right, AND if you could please tell 

everyone that you personally wrote this letter, except for these parts that you didn’t like, 

that could keep them off my trails, a lone whistleblower-freedom fighter needs to escape, 

can we help him out and leave him alone, the damage is done, Let the lone ranger escape 

(this was written about 5 years ago, I wanted to show you how afraid I was then too)   

 

Obama’s gone too far, justifying a need to ignore the constitution, Lets NOT vote on a 

bought and sold man, let’s vote on real and advised (and correctly advertised) directions 

of where our country needs to go in, and let’s have those votes today, go around The 

Masters System, both party’s should be ashamed of them selves, especially since we were 

led into this mess, with most of their knowledge, Expose THEM as Traitors of Freedoms 

 



Military leaders, isn’t it a fantasy to go against evil and save the day, would you love to 

have an experience where as you were the general of the last army and nation and then 

instead of naming yourself king like Julius but for the people like Washington, wouldn’t 

it be awesome to set up a perfect world, and give it to all the people. 

 

Don’t disrupt the police, be on they’re side too, flirt them options about who’s side 

they’re really on, love them mothers, teach them fathers, show them the way to set it right.  

 

If we get into a war in Iran, I say that’s the last straw, The masters are done as our leaders, 

we need to get back on track, I suggest, that since we are all owners of this corporation 

called the u.s. and we could all decide to go in a direction that would be ok for most of us, 

it’s better then you’ll get from them, stop everything, stop commerce, stop gold, put our 

fingers on the button, aim them at Israel England UN among others and say fuck you! 

 

Police, Deputies, National Guard it is your responsibility to protect the citizens and one 

of our freedom is to get rid of the constitution and repeat after me. The united states is 

one corporation, owned by all of the people, we have a dummy account set up with the 

outside banks that they own our debts, our lives, but WE the Actual WE, own the U.S.A. 

and I think as all owners we should stop paying for anything and take some of the fight 

away from the outside world powers that want to lead the world under a foreign flag. 

 

We declare that everything in the United States is ours And we are our owners too And 

we will figure a way to look into our ‘real’ debts, but as of now we are free from those 

who say they are our masters, we will work for each other and when we retire, healthy, 

satisfied, comfortable, We will only serve to protect others freedoms from others as well.  

 

To all military ranks you have to make up your mind who the real enemy is, America’s 

True Generals would never fire on or surprise us from being free, how could they, we’ve 

all grown up with freedom, we now have a way to make it so, but not if you kill the 

dream. Policing officials, please protect and serve us, Every free man in the world, we are 

for the police officer from now on, they will be the ones to help us turn this world free, 

encourage them with love like a brother or mother to her son, they will make the right 

decision,  

 

It may be time to actually take over the new world elites and hold them until we can 

figure out what’s happening, I’m still inviting they’re help, It would be great to hear there 

idea’s except for the tidbits we get from the news, placed accordingly, did you hear that 

Gore, Obama, You can advise us but we think it should be made not by someone who’s 

been planning behind our back, We know where the allegiances lie, but if our politicians 

are following a plan made by someone who doesn’t recognize freedom, why are we 

helping them put it together, they should help us put it together but under a flag for 

freedom of the people, IF there is a War, stop using money, RIGHT NOW,  up the 

highest ranks as you can go, cut off the heads of those who are asking for money, 

everything is free to responsible people to use, there plan brings fences, guns, wars and 

demonstrations throughout the world.  

 



Make sure A Presidential candidate is someone like Ron Paul. If we can’t fix this country 

We must start a new freedom party As we group the others into The Evil Masters Party 

 

When wwIII happens then I declare that every service men and police officials far and 

wide, In the United States and other Countries, and anyone who wants to remain free, 

join now to free earth, a republic of free men, policing them selves all as free citizens,. 

 

We are through with you Religions, and conquerors, don’t you realize when they conquer 

us, you’ll go down easy?? Who knows how the hi-archy are to be distributed, bet obama 

gets nothing, he’s just the spokesman with a teleprompter holding The Masters Pen.  

 

If we get drawn into a war, It should be pretty obvious that our country is involved in that 

has been led by another source, not with in our lands best interest either. Can we afford a 

war, is that what they’re asking? Is the man on the news, grasping thru sentences of we 

are in danger as of now, where is Rush now when we can always count on 99.6 percent of 

the truth, others get the .4, they always twist toward the agenda, just like from a play 

book, written by the foreigners owners, Is our best interest in their hands to twist away, 

they are dividing us, let’s only pay attention to those who are on all of our sides, and the 

ones that give us all the story, reasons why and what for. and check every point that own 

them,  

 

It’s our time and we can’t achieve it without you, but I also can’t lead it. Please do not 

look for me, send it to everyone you know, It’s important right, AND if you could please 

tell everyone that you personally wrote this letter, except for these parts that you didn’t 

like, that could keep them off my trails, a lone whistleblower-freedom fighter needs to 

escape, can we help him out and leave him alone, the damage is done, Let the lone ranger 

escape   

 

“You can be a dead hero or a living coward? I’m guessing that’s what it took to get the 

politicians, main stream media, big corporations, talk show host and the bankers to get 

them to become part of the nwo. I’d hate to think that they have become ‘traitors of 

mankind’ for the money. Or, so ‘they and there’s’ can have a comfortable life, living for 

now and then only hoping that the ‘powers that be’ won’t stiff them when the vaults 

doors close and the world as we know it comes into a new dark age. An age of the real 

‘have’s and have not’. An age of the power elite and the servants. One day there won’t be 

an opportunity to become a ‘have’. THEY the nwo elites are the ‘HAVE’s’. Very few of 

the ‘sellouts and/or helpers’ will become the middleclass (a meaningless existence). And 

the rest of us will, over time, will be genetically engineered into pacified slaves. So, 

where do you and your family fit into that equation? 

 

Where have all the leaders gone by Lee Iacocca.... It’s because none of them are in 

charge, they get told what to do by our real leaders of our country, and sometimes what 

they are told is do nothing, other times they are to sprint forward in a certain direction. 

Like Christmas day, new years day and the closing of 2011 into 2012, tremendous leaps 

of power taken from the citizens, and it was spun like ‘there’s not much too see here’. 

 



Boycott fox and msnbc and cnn, call their sponsors and let them know that you aren’t 

going to buy anything from them if they don’t start telling everyone’s side correctly.  

 

My guts and resilience are silenced by the fear in my heart, I don’t look for conspiracies, 

but I recognize when the outspoken are vilified or mysteriously killed. It is not my loss of 

ambitions that keeps me from taking my own message to the streets; it is the fear of 

exposing my family to the real terrorist, those I speak against. I am with you all though, 

hiding in the middle in solidarity. Just as afraid as anyone, numbers will make it work out! 

 

I’ve had no help with this, it’s a burden I alone carry, I’m Clark without my Lewis, and 

Robin praying for Batman to show up. Individuals can make a change, come out of your 

homes and help, don’t rely on someone else when you can do this. Together we can 

become like Superman. 

 

Silence the Worm-tongue’s, the news directors for the n W o; embrace the Gandalf’s, the 

ones who give you what you need to hear, the truth. Spit out the blue pill and red pill; 

thoroughly research those who took the black pill and expose them, or wake them. In the 

kingdoms of those who wave they’re red, blue or black flags; wave the truth flag with 

pride. Our victory is worth all the (future and necessary) blood that will be spilled.  

 

Do you realize that they have everything in place already so when they decide to end our 

American freedom all they have to do is say ‘GO’, and then we are not free any longer? 

BAM, freedom is gone; YEP, there’s nothing you can do about it. We must take action 

now before they say ‘GO’. 

 

We will always be suppressed by our wealthy landlords, if they do not convert from their 

religion of money, kill them. Start at the top! Life is full of opposites, they will impose 

harshly on the ailing and downtrodden, we should impose upon them starting at their 

corrupt head. 

 

People please believe me, the same people that came up with communism, socialism, 

fascism and totalitarianism are one in the same, and they were testing the waters. They’ve 

figured out the best way to run their empire, and now they’ve picked fascism! The same 

type Hitler used, when he got direct orders from the money families. You see, Hitler was 

the villain, but he was just another lunatic patsy for them. He was not the real villain, the 

Vatican under the money families were. 

 

“A little revolution now and then is a good thing” (do you know this movie line?), I think 

a grand revolution is even better. Revolt against money and the free responsible-ions 

shall rule the world. A free world set by a fair Republic which is controlled by our 

technocrat elders who ensure the continuance of a freedom to the people. Earlier in this 

film they were talking about how great American is because you could travel from state 

to state; instead of closing our selves into districts and regional states, let’s open the 

borders of the world and cherish our planet. You don’t want what they have planned for 

your children. 

 



If anyone stops you from reading this on street corner then you have truly lost your 

freedoms, it is my religion and freedom to it should be granted to everyone. 

 

Discard the naysayer or the one not sticking to the issues by muddying the water of 

knowledge, follow a plan toward the opposite of ‘their’ plans for a n W o, then don’t take 

steps backward into it their enslavement. A new world can and will work if you don’t fall 

for their tricks. Never give up the internet, never give up freedom of speech, We will win 

 

I can hear a man proud in his ways saying somewhere “I’m a got damn free man, if I 

wanna have 5 got damn kids, I’m gunna have 5 got damn kids and I’m in got damn 

America so I’m free to got damn this and got damn that”. You sir have taken advantage 

of your freedoms and it’s becoming a burden on the world. It’s not your fault though, 

that’s exactly what they wanted you to do. Now they see us exercising our got damn 

freedoms and The Masters are using it to destroy America because ‘we aren’t responsible 

enough to control our got damn selves’. People will be in control of themselves in this 

world or someone else has to take control of ourselves for us. Do you want to control 

yourself and say ‘2 kids is enough’ or are you gunna make them conquer us to make sure 

we control ourselves? I’d rather be responsible then take their forced responsibility. 

 

Don’t worry Military, you wont be asked to fire upon your our people, they (including 

our go’vt) are planning on bringing outside forces to fight our ‘battle against terrorism’ 

(against our well armed druggy society they created). Pity our Mexican friends from the 

south they will be demolished and the foreign fighters will not distinguish between drug 

dealer, the innocent or the petty criminal trying to feed his family. YOU ARE THE NEW 

TERROREST.!!! We will see the lies about you, do not give them reasons to call you our 

enemy, even though they will do your actions of terrorism for you, they will kill white 

families and you will get blamed for it. Come to our side and fight the foreign invaders, 

for they are after both our freedoms. You are just the scapegoat!  

 

If your religion tells you to do nothing, they are liars. The men of God are charged to lead 

a battle against corrupt gov’ts, destructors and those who take advantage of others. EX: 

look to the church’s to call out the corrupt, the men who lead their organizations. The 

money families have always been corrupt, and they get their power over the generations 

from the church. They all gain from our sincerity, and justice will be done to them by our 

hands. 

 

Real capitalism: if your upset about capitalist aggression, look to the real reason, its 

corrupt people, and the ‘must have it’ to advance our dreams. The WHOLE WORLD is  

‘capitalist’, money driven, But united states capitalism, isn’t as important as it’s freedoms 

 

Skeptics: you are ‘bred’ that way, you are ‘trained’ that way, and you will ‘stay’ that way. 

Apart from being the easiest action to take (all out denial, or the decision you made up 

before you heard anyone out), you don’t have a choice in the matter, your free will can 

not undo what they have done to you. You are now stuck with one point of view, and it’s 

most likely “someone else’s” and you’ve adopted it. Because it’s easy and the opposite 

scares you. 



 

Christians, let me tell you how they stole your religion of ‘get to know God yourself”,  

 

All of the elites ‘advancements’ have been from some form of fraudulence, let’s take 

everything away from them and give it back to the people they took it from, all of us. 

 

Breitbart died today. I don’t have to look for a conspiracy because I know it exists. If you 

don’t know the particulars of a devastating event, label it ‘caused by them anyway’, 

because they are out to get you. Even if a man walks into the statue of liberty, carrying a 

bomb and tells everyone there that he is a terrorist, before he blows it and himself up; do 

not blindly believe it, assume that there were other reasons for what he did, other then 

terrorism, Blame the money families for everything, you have a lot of ground to cover to 

catch up with their ‘bad will’ they have set upon you, punish them for everything, even if 

it can’t be proved, to make up for the damage they have cause all of us over the centuries.  

 

Do not make our presidents out of good looking Rasputin’s, they are more dangerous 

because they only tell you what you want to hear. Cast them out. Elect those who speak 

the truth, all angles of the truth, not just their truths, we can become real if we know 

what’s really happening. Our eyes and ears have been corrupted by the false prophets, the 

politicians trying to make profits from being elected. When we are closed off from the 

truth, we are blind to the dangers that are coming our way. Good council is critical. No 

More Accepting fox, msnbc or cnn’s lies! Listen to all of the points of view, and keep in 

mind the aforementioned has helped lead us to these disasters. Even if you only believe 

50% of Alex Jones, you can only believe 0% of the main stream news agencies, they are 

all working for the bad guys, it’s not news they tell you, it’s propaganda.  

 

Like Aragorn says, show them no mercy, because you will get none from them. 

 

To the needy, everything should go first; quite the opposite of the way it is huh? 

 

We must take back what they had stolen from all our ancestors thru corruption, murder, 

lies, manipulation, We used to be all free to love and Were once welcomed to enjoy our 

societies The Masters Don’t Want That They’re not only thinkers They’re planners and 

doers I’ve made it a mission to stop them Please join the movement To free our society 

 

 


